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Preventing Fraud at Exam Testing Sites using the 
ANDRE Advanced Near-field Detection Receiver 
The newly-launched ANDRETM Advanced Near-field 
Detection Receiver from Research Electronics International 
is helping prevent fraud at exam testing sites. Originally 
designed for counter surveillance operations and 
intelligence protection, the ANDRE is now also helping 
educators prevent cheating during examinations by 
detecting covert electronic transmissions. 

According to news reports out of Brazil, eleven individuals 
were arrested last year for using electronic devices during 
the high-profile National High School Examination (Enem). 
This year, the Ministry of Education will be using ANDRE to 
locate and identify participants who attempt to use electronic 
devices during the exam who may have circumvented 
inspection by metal detectors. 

The Brazilian Minister of Education is quoted as saying “Our 
goal is to combat the electronic points that, unfortunately, are still used in high-profile exams such as 
Enem.” According to the Brazilian Federal Police, more investing is being done to repress fraud, stating 
that "there are now almost imperceptible electronic points. As organized crime increases, we will also 
introduce new security solutions.” 

Recent news reports have illustrated that exam fraud is also a growing problem in India: 
4 held for cheating in SSC exam: https://t.co/j0vfcophTQ 
Google drive, bluetooth, micro camera: How wife ‘helped’ IPS officer cheat in exams: http://bit.ly/2yjeCok 

The ANDRE is a hand-held broadband receiver that detects and assists in locating nearby RF and other 
types of transmitters, including mobile phones. Antenna probes included with the ANDRE can be used to 
search for known, unknown, illegal, disruptive, or interfering electronic transmitters. 

Hidden electronic devices are easily concealed in a variety of objects and access to eavesdropping and 
electronic bugging devices is becoming easier and more affordable. The ANDRE provides mobile RF 
search capability to help locate these hidden transmitters quickly and discretely. 

About Research Electronics International 

REI has been designing and manufacturing technical security equipment to protect against illicit information theft and corporate espionage for 
more than 30 years. REI is recognized as an industry leader by corporations, private security, law enforcement agencies, and government 
agencies for technical security equipment. REI’s corporate offices, R&D, manufacturing facilities, and Training Center are located in 
Tennessee USA, with an extensive global network of resellers and distribution partners. For more information call +1 (931) 537-6032 or visit 
www.reiusa.net. 
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